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cart before the horse.' To reduce the burdens of direct taxa-
tion, and to assist our industries to keep old markets and
find new ones, was * a case very much of now or never.'
This speech contained the seeds of policy that subsequently
were to grow into Ottawa and Empire Free Trade. Thus:
' We have lost our balance in this country. We are over-
topped. We are too much industrialized and too little agri-
cultural for the size of the country.' To get that balance
back we want to bring in the Dominions and Crown
Colonies that make up our Empire. The Empire must be
looked upon not as a series of units but as one unit. Once
again, how a rural bias was to be reconciled with preferences
for a fundamentally agricultural Empire was not explained.
Once again loose Baldwinian phraseology was invoked.
However, it was a competent Party speech, and one cal-
culated to convey that pure impression of industrial rela-
tions so neatly caught by Max Beerbohm in his caricatures
of Mr. Baldwin's approach to the problem—where the
Prime Minister is shown complacently surveying the repre-
sentatives of Capital and Labour shaking hands underneath
a rainbow!
On the 8th of May Eden made a brief speech on elec-
toral reform—the occasion provided by a perennial Private
Member's Bill. He praised the provisions for sick voters.
* The sick voter is entitled to consideration,' he declared,
' particularly on this side of the House, because anyone who
is in bed is a Conservative. They have more time to think!'
At which point an honourable member interrupted with
some justification: * Are all Conservatives in bed ? '
Although this in itself is an unfair example, an examina-
tion of Eden's speeches give substance to the belief that wit
does not come easily to him. A few days later he provided
an interesting sidelight on an artistic controversy that created
a major sensation at the time. His chief (Mr. Locker-
Lampson) was asked during question-time who was respon-
sible for the selection of the stone panel recently erected in
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